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UNIT SOLUTIONS BRIEF

DID YOU
KNOW?

SAFETY AND WEAPONS HANDLING PROCEDURES 
FOR NEW USERS
The UNIT4 allows new users to build muscle memory 
and can serve as a tool to reinforce weapon handling 
procedures prior to using a real firearm.   

TRAINING INDIGENOUS /PARTNER FORCES
Familiarize indigenous forces with a 
non-lethal training system, before 
conducting live fire drills. 

CONTACT US
@ THE BELOW 
TO SCHEDULE

A DEMO!

In the next 45 days, the UNIT4 will visit
Fort Carson, CO
Eglin AFB, FL
Camp Mackall, NC
Fort Bragg, NC 
Fort Benning, GA 
Linden, NJ
Fort Lewis, WA 
Fort Bliss, TX

WHERE IS THE UNIT4? Firearms are inherently dangerous. Don’t think accidents 
will never happen. Creating an atmosphere where 

everyone is comfortable enough to say, “watch your muzzle” 
or “get your finger off the trigger,” is essential. The UNIT4 
allows for trainers to create a baseline understanding of 
firearms safety without the inherent risk of new shooters 

utilizing a system with live ammunition. Safety first. 
- Former Green Beret

UNIT4 TACTICAL TRAINING

Unit Solutions has a new website! Visit unitsolutions.com to learn 
more about how you can stop waiting and start training.  

The UNIT4 is a mil-spec, 
standalone, M4 training 
system that uses CO2 to 
fire 8mm non-lethal 
marking & non-marking 
projectiles. Our Classic 
Training Rifle has a 
Fixed Front Sight and 
Rear Carry Handle. 

THE UNIT4 14.5” CLASSIC TRAINING RIFLEFEATURED PRODUCT

As we march into the start of the new spring season, we feel it is fitting 
to focus the theme of this month’s Brief on the ways in which the 

UNIT4 can uniquely enhance methods of introducing new users to 
firearms. In other words, we’re extending our ongoing challenge for 

you to stop waiting for training opportunities and start creating 
your own to include creating opportunities for others. 

The UNIT4 is the perfect tool to introduce new users to 
appropriate safety and weapons handling procedures 
before advancing to live fire training.  It allows new users 

to build muscle memory and gain familiarity and comfort 
with something that looks, feels, and acts just like a standard 

M4 while simultaneously mitigating the potential stress, 
discomfort, and safety issues that might accompany the use of 

a firearm with live ammunition.  Since the UNIT4 is specifically 
designed to be used outside of standard training areas, you can 

conduct training in a classroom, team room, or any setting best suited 
for the specific needs of your new users.  Stop Waiting. Start Training. 

WELCOME

M A R C H  2 0 2 1

Perfect for new user safety and 
weapons handling procedures 
and all training opportunities. 

Identical to the M4 in fit, form, 
and function. 

UTG PRO® AR15 Carbine 
Length Drop-In Quad Rail  

Huntsville, AL
Akron, OH
Fairfax, VA
Paducah, KY
Santa Fe, NM
Fort Campbell, KY
Quantico Marine Corps Base, VA
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